















































the	Global	Precipitation	Measurement	 (GPM)	mission,	 a	 constellation	of	orbiting	 sensors,	
dominated	 by	 passive	 microwave	 imagers,	 provides	 a	 full	 coverage	 of	 the	 planet	
approximately	every	2-3	hours.	Several	decades	of	development	have	resulted	 in	passive	
microwave	 rainfall	 retrievals	 that	 are	 indispensable	 in	 addressing	 global	 precipitation	
climatology.	However,	this	prominent	achievement	is	often	overshadowed	by	the	retrieval’s	
performance	 at	 finer	 spatial	 and	 temporal	 scales,	 where	 large	 variability	 in	 cloud	




In	 the	 first	 part	 of	 this	 study,	 an	 extreme	 precipitation	 event	 that	 caused	 historical	
flooding	over	south-east	Europe	is	analyzed	using	the	GPM	constellation.	Performance	of	the	
rainfall	retrieval	is	evaluated	against	ground	radar	and	gage	reference.	It	is	concluded	that	
satellite	 observations	 fully	 address	 the	 temporal	 evolution	 of	 the	 event	 but	 greatly	













(CCN),	wind	shear,	 and	vertical	humidity	profiles	are	 found	 to	be	capable	of	predicting	a	
precipitation	regime	and	explaining	up	to	40%	of	climatological	biases.	Dry	over	moist	air	
conditions	 are	 favorable	 for	 developing	 intense,	well	 organized	 systems	 such	 as	MCSs	 in	
West	Africa	and	the	Sahel.	These	systems	are	characterized	by	strong	Tb	depressions	and	
above	 average	 amounts	 of	 ice	 aloft.	 As	 a	 consequence,	 microwave	 retrieval	 algorithms	
misinterpret	these	non-typical	systems	assigning	them	unrealistically	high	rainfall	rates.	The	
opposite	 is	 true	 in	 the	Amazon	region,	where	observed	raining	systems	exhibit	 relatively	
little	ice	while	producing	high	rainfall	rates.	
Based	 on	 these	 findings,	 in	 the	 last	 part	 of	 the	 study,	 the	 GPM	 operational	 retrieval	
(GPROF)	 for	 the	 GMI	 sensor	 is	 modified	 to	 offer	 additional	 information	 on	 atmospheric	



























































































































































Recent	 climate	 records	 suggest	 substantial	 changes	 are	 occurring	 in	 extreme	 rainfall	
events	across	the	globe	[Beniston	et	al.	2007,	Intergovernmental	Panel	on	Climate	Change	
(IPCC)	2007].	These	changes	have	significant	socioeconomic	 impacts	by	directly	affecting	
management	 of	 important	 water-related	 resources	 such	 as	 irrigation,	 flood	 control,	 and	
administering	 freshwater	 supplies	 (Futrel	 et	 al.	 2005;	 NRC	 2010).	 Understanding	 their	
causes	 is	 critical	 for	 both	 science	 and	water	management	 planning	 strategies.	 From	 the	
scientific	perspective,	precipitation	is	seen	as	one	of	the	key	components	in	Earth’s	climate.	
Coupling	 global	 water	 and	 energy	 cycles	 through	 clouds,	 moisture,	 and	 atmospheric	
circulations	[latent	heat	release	(Trenberth	et	al.	2007)],	precipitation	responses	to	changes	
in	 their	 global	 trends.	 Accurate	 knowledge	 of	 precipitation	 intensity	 and	 accumulation,	















The	GPM	core	 satellite	 carries	 the	 first	 ever	dual-frequency	 radar	 and	 is	 thus	 able	 to	





radiometers	 that	 have	 an	 average	 revisit	 time	of	 less	 than	3	 hours.	Key	 to	 their	 success,	
however,	are	unbiased	rainfall	estimates.	
Passive	 microwave	 (PMW)	 measurements	 made	 from	 space	 are	 affected	 by	 both	
atmospheric	 and	 surface	 properties.	 A	 full	 understanding	 of	 the	 difficulties,	 currently	








This	 dissertation	 consists	 of	 five	 chapters.	 Following	 the	 motivation	 of	 the	 study	
presented	in	Chapter	1,	Chapters	2	through	4	are	to	be	read	as	stand-alone	papers	with	their	
own	 introductions	 and	 conclusions.	 However,	 each	 chapter	 builds	 on	 the	 preceding	 one.	
Chapters	 2	 and	 3	 in	 their	 present	 form	 were	 published	 in	 the	 Journal	 of	 Hydrology	 in	
December	2015	(Petkovic	and	Kummerow,	2015)	and	 Journal	of	Applied	Meteorology	and	
Climatology	in	March	2017	(Petkovic	and	Kummerow,	2017),	respectively.	
Chapter	 2	 introduces	 a	 version	 of	 the	 operational	 passive	microwave	 (PMW)	 rainfall	
algorithm	 [Goddard	 Profiling	 Algorithm	 (GPROF	 2014)]	 with	 a	 new	 overland	 scheme	
developed	 specifically	 to	 serve	 as	 a	 day-1	 rainfall	 algorithm	 for	 the	 GPM	 mission.	 This	
algorithm	was	designed	to	provide	consistent	precipitation	estimates	over	both	ocean	and	




accuracy	 of	 the	 product.	 Choosing	 a	 well-documented	 and	 record	 breaking	 event,	 a	
constellation	of	five	conically	scanning	sensors	demonstrated	an	outstanding	performance	
in	 addressing	 evolution	 of	 long-lasting	 precipitating	 scene	 at	 high	 spatial	 resolution.	
However,	findings	indicated	that,	to	a	large	extent,	strong	negative	biases	(-60%)	are	caused	
by	the	differences	between	the	expected	and	observed	ice-scattering	signals,	suggesting	that	




Before	 any	 steps	 towards	 addressing	 this	 issue	 were	 taken,	 the	 study	 first	 tried	 to	
examine	whether	this	was	a	global	or	perhaps	only	a	localized	phenomenon.	Using	a	larger	
data	 sample,	 and	 an	 older	 but	 better-tested	 and	well-understood	 retrieval	 (GPROF	2010	
version	2),	 it	was	found	that	variability	 in	 ice-scattering	signal	 is	responsible	not	only	for	
significant	 biases	 in	 extreme	 events	 but	 is	 likely	 a	 major	 source	 of	 many	 of	 the	 known	
systematic	 errors	 in	 PMW	 retrieval.	 This	 was	 found	 by	 analyzing	 the	 Tropical	 Rainfall	






regions	 where	 passive	 (TMI)	 and	 active	 (PR)	 microwave	 retrievals	 showed	 greatest	
discrepancies	in	surface	rainfall	estimates.	The	variability	in	the	relationship	between	the	






typically	 overestimated	by	PMW	retrieval	while	 the	 shallower	ones,	 commonly	observed	
over	Amazon	region,	are	underestimated.	Results	suggest	that	the	storm	organization	level	









In	 Chapter	 4,	 the	 latest	 version	 of	 GPM	 operational	 retrieval	 for	 the	 GMI	 sensor	 is	
modified	 to	 allow	 both	 the	 observed	 vector	 and	 Bayesian	 a	 priori	 content	 to	 carry	
information	on	atmospheric	conditions.	Qualitative	assessment	of	the	information	content	
offered	to	the	retrieval	and	detailed	analysis	of	the	retrieving	process	were	set	to	provide	
full	 understanding	 on	 how	properties	 of	 no	 radiometric	 signatures	 (e.g.,	 CAPE	 and	wind	
shear)	 reduced	 the	 gap	 between	 assumed	 and	 observed	 variability	 in	 the	 relationship	
between	the	brightness	temperature	and	observed	rainfall.	












Observations	 of	 precipitation	 are	 an	 important	 focus	 of	water	 resource	management.	
According	 to	 the	 fifth	 assessment	 report	 of	 IPCC	 working	 group	 one	 (IPCCAR5	 WG1),	
observations	 and	 model-projected	 future	 changes	 both	 indicate	 increases	 in	 extreme	
precipitation	 associated	 with	 climate	 change.	 This	 is	 supported	 by	 analysis	 of	 observed	
annual	 maximum	 1-day	 precipitation	 that	 indicates	 a	 significant	 increase	 in	 extreme	
precipitation	globally,	with	a	median	increase	of	approximately	7%	per	1	°C	of	global	mean	
surface	 temperature	 increase	(Westra	et	al.	2013).	Expectations	are	 that	higher	moisture	
content	in	the	atmosphere	leads	to	stronger	extreme	precipitation	as	extreme	precipitation	
typically	scales	with	total	column	moisture.	These	projections,	together	with	consideration	
of	 direct	 (destruction,	 floods,	 etc.)	 and	 indirect	 (contamination,	 diseases,	 damaged	
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an	integral	role	in	this	scheme,	particularly	in	areas	that	are	not	well	instrumented.	Relying	
largely	 on	 passive	 microwave	 measurements,	 significant	 challenges	 exist	 due	 to	 poor	
temporal	sampling	and	 the	 inability	of	 land	retrievals	 to	correctly	address	 these	extreme	








test	 whether	 the	 sometimes	 limited	 information	 content	 of	 the	 passive	 microwave	
radiometers	 can	 properly	 retrieve	 rainfall	 rates	 associated	 with	 a	 broad	 spectra	 of	
atmospheric	conditions.		
To	better	understand	the	challenges	of	retrieving	precipitation	over	land	from	passive	
microwave	 algorithms,	 aspects	 of	 the	 physical	 basis	 and	 architecture	 of	 the	 retrieval	 is	
reviewed.	 The	 GPM	 operational	 passive	 microwave	 rainfall	 retrieval	 –	 GPROF_2014	
(Kummerow	et	al.	2015),	was	released	after	 the	 launch	of	GPM	core	satellite	 in	February	
2014.	 It	 is	a	Bayesian	retrieval	that	utilizes	ground	radar	observations	to	relate	observed	
brightness	 temperatures	 (Tbs)	 to	 surface	 rainfall	 rates.	 To	 accomplish	 this,	 an	 a	 priori	
database	 was	 created	 of	 coupled	 NMQ2	 (Zhang	 et	 al.	 2011)	 precipitation	 rates	 and	
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corresponding	Tbs	(for	each	instrument	in	the	GPM	constellation).	The	retrieval	uses	Bayes’	
theorem	 to	 relate	 the	 Tb	 observation	 vector	 y	 to	 the	 rainfall	 profile	 x	 if	 an	 a	 priori	
distribution	of	x	is	known:	
Pr(x	|	y)	=	Pr(x)	x	Pr(y	|	x)		 	 	 	 	 	 (2.1)	
where	Pr(x)	 is	 the	probability	of	observing	a	certain	 rain	profile	x,	and	Pr(y|x)	 is	 the	
probability	 of	 observing	 the	 y	 vector	 for	 a	 given	 profile	 x.	 This	 can	 also	 be	 cast	 in	 the	
framework	of	an	“expected	value”	problem	as	shown	in	equation	(2.2)	were	the	distances	
between	 the	 observed	 and	 database	 Tb	 vectors	 are	 used	 to	 assign	 weight	 to	 individual	
database	entries.	This	approach	allows	physical	and	consistent	retrievals	across	different	
sensors,	providing	a	statistically	“expected”	rainfall	rate	x:	
	 	 	 (2.2)	
where	 xi	 represents	 all	 database	 profiles,	 y	 is	 the	 observation	 vector,	 H(xi)	 is	 the	
simulated	 observation	 vector	 corresponding	 to	 profile	 xi	 with	 H	 being	 the	 observation	
operator,	O	and	S	are	the	observation	and	model	error	covariance	matrices,	respectively,	
while	A	 is	a	scalar	constant	serving	as	 the	normalization	 factor	 (Kummerow	et	al.	2001).	
While	this	is	usually	advantageous	for	the	purpose	of	generating	robust	rainfall	estimates,	it	
may	not	be	optimal	 for	extreme	rain	events	 that	are	not	well	 represented	 in	 the	a	priori	
(Pr(x))	 database.	 The	 problem	 of	 correctly	 retrieving	 “extremes”	 from	 a	 Bayesian	







contrast	 between	 the	 radiatively	 cold	 background	 and	 warm	 precipitation	 signatures.	
Unfortunately,	this	is	not	the	case	over	the	land	where	high	emissivity	of	the	surface	and	its	
large	 variability	 mask	 atmospheric	 emission	 signatures	 and	 make	 precipitation	 nearly	
indistinguishable	 from	 the	 background.	 To	 overcome	 this	 problem,	 passive	 microwave	
retrievals	 over	 land	 focus	 on	 ice	 scattering	 signals,	 which	 are	 less	 well	 related	 to	




amount	 of	 ice	 in	 the	 cloud	 and	 surface	 rainfall	 rate.	 Currently,	 the	 a	 priori	 database	 is	
constructed	using	one	year	of	ground	radar	observations	from	US	NEXRAD	radar	network	
matched	 to	Tbs	 from	 satellite	 overpasses.	 The	database	 is	 stratified	by	 total	 precipitable	









(GPROF_2014.V1-4)	 performance	 in	 an	 extreme	 precipitation	 event	 and	 provide	 deeper	
understanding	of	its	potential	in	the	case	of	extreme	events.	As	a	second	goal	the	study	seeks	























and	 Croatia.	 During	 this	 event,	 historical	 readings	 at	 both	 rain	 and	 river	 gauges	 were	
recorded	throughout	the	region	that	was	devastated	by	floods	and	mudslides.	A	number	of	








                                                








(May	1st	 -	 3rd)	 and	 the	passage	of	 a	 cyclone	 from	 the	west	Mediterranean	 (May	5th)	 that	
brought	 light	 to	moderate	 rain	 to	 the	 region.	A	warm	air	mass	 and	higher	 temperatures	
followed	on	May	7th	–	12th,	which	contributed	to	an	increase	in	melting	of	the	remaining	snow	
accumulation	 in	 the	mountains.	 This	 consequently	 resulted	 in	 increased	 river	 flows	 and	
moderately	saturated	soil.	The	period	from	May	12th	to	14th	was	characterized	by	clear	and	
warm	weather	during	which	a	large	area,	including	most	of	central	and	southeast	Europe,	
experienced	 a	 drop	 in	 the	 geo-potential	 height.	 The	 trough	 formation	 at	 the	 surface	was	
followed	 by	 a	 surface	 cutoff	 Low	 on	 May	 15th	 over	 the	 central	 Balkan,	 which	 was	





mb	 was	 present	 throughout	 the	 event,	 while	 the	 500	mb	 values	 remained	 uniform	 and	
relatively	low.	The	majority	of	precipitation	occurred	between	May	14th	and	May	17th	with	
rain	 at	 lower	 elevation	 and	 snow	 generally	 above	 1200	 m.	 While	 a	 mean	 monthly	






























region	 experienced	 scattered	 precipitation	 within	 the	 first	 48	 hours	 followed	 by	 rain	
produced	by	a	more	organized	mid-latitude	system	on	May	3rd.	In	contrast	to	the	flood	event,	












Within	EUMETNET,	 the	operational	 program	 for	weather	 radar	networking	 (OPERA),	
and	 its	 radar	data	 center	have	been	 in	operation	producing	network-wide	 radar	mosaics	
from	volumetric	data	since	2011	(Huuskonen	et	al.	2013).	The	radar	network	spreads	over	




these	composite	 fields	are	 formed	by	combining	measurements	 from	five	Doppler	radars	
(see	 Table	 2.1)	 in	 and	 close	 to	 the	 region,	 working	 at	 C-	 and	 S-band	 single	 polarized	
frequencies.	Their	coverage	is	somewhat	limited	due	to	beam	blockage	along	the	mountain	
range	 in	 the	 southern	 flood	 region	but	 still	 accounts	 for	 approximately	90%	of	 the	 flood	
catchment	area	 (the	Black	Sea	catchment).	 In	Fig.	2.1	black	shading	depicts	 radars	 range	
while	regions	suffering	from	terrain	beam	blockage	are	shown	in	gray.	
Table	 2.1.	 List	 of	 radars	 used	 to	 create	 OPERA’s	 composites,	 their	 IDs,	 coordinates	 and	 band	 of	
operation.	




Lisca	 Slovenia	 LJ41	 14024	 46.06/15.28	 C	 250	
Maly	Javornik	 Slovak	Rep.	 SQ41	 12921	 48.25/	17.15	 C	 240	
Bilogora	 Croatia	 RH42	 14256	 45.88/	17.20	 S	 240	
Osijek	 Croatia	 RH43	 14280	 45.50/	18.56	 S	 240	
















are	 filtered	 using	 accompanying	 quality	 control	 flags,	 which	 resulted	 in	 data	 sample	
reduction	of	approximately	10%	but	 increased	 the	confidence	of	ground	clutter	 removal.	
Missing	 pixels	 in	 the	 radar	 data	 set	 are	 replaced	 by	 interpolating	 between	 the	 closest	
available	(in	time)	measurements	at	the	given	grid	point.	This	resulted	in	negligible	changes	
in	 the	 results	 (less	 than	 0.1%	 of	 rain	 accumulation	 over	 the	 domain).	 During	 manual	
inspection	of	the	data	set,	Local	Area	Network	(LAN)	interference,	known	to	be	often	present	
in	OPERA	products	 (Lopez	 2014),	 is	 noticed	 for	 one	 radar	 (Maly	 Javornik)	 in	 the	 Slovak	
Republic.	These	spurious	retrievals	are	replaced	by	interpolating	values	of	interference-free	











each	 sensors	 FOV	with	 an	 average	 temporal	 sampling	 of	 the	 event	 of	 approximately	 2.1	









Figure	2.2	Flood	 region	with	 radar	 coverage	 (in	 gray)	and	distribution	of	 ground	 rain	gauges	 (blue	
triangles	 labeled	 by	 station’s	 WMO	 IDs)	 used	 in	 the	 analysis.	 Yellow	 marker	 indicates	 sounding	
location.	




raindrops	 splashing,	 high	 wind	 conditions,	 the	 wetting	 of	 the	 gauge	 walls,	 and	 the	 loss	
through	evaporation.	Random	errors	are	mainly	caused	by	the	discrete	nature	of	the	time	
sampling	and	by	small-scale	variations	of	 the	 turbulent	airflow	around	 the	gauge.	 In	 this	
study	 all	 chosen	 gauges	 are	 maintained	 by	 National	 Hydro-meteorological	 Services	








relatively	 small	 in	 the	24-hour	 accumulation	due	 to	 the	 averaging	over	4	 to	8	 individual	



















14th	 15th	 16th	 1st	 2nd	 3rd	
Hungary	
Szentgotthard	 12910	 46.92/16.32	 0.0	 1.3	 16.0	 17.3	 0.0	 0.0	 1.3	 1.3	
Zalaegerszeg	 12915	 46.87/16.80	 0.0	 3.6	 12.4	 16.0	 0.0	 1.2	 2.7	 3.9	
Nagykanizsa	 12925	 46.45/16.97	 0.0	 1.2	 17.8	 19.0	 0.0	 0.7	 6.8	 7.5	
Siofok	 12935	 46.92/18.05	 0.0	 0.0	 8.7	 8.7	 0.0	 4.1	 5.7	 9.8	
Pecs/Pogany	 12942	 46.00/18.23	 12.0	 35.0	 31.0	 78.0	 2.2	 2.9	 28.9	 34.0	
Paks	 12950	 46.58/18.85	 7.0	 9.8	 4.2	 21.0	 0.0	 2.9	 16.1	 19.0	
Baja	 12960	 46.18/19.02	 18.0	 20.0	 4.0	 42.0	 0.2	 1.7	 31.5	 33.3	
Kecskemet	 12970	 46.92/19.75	 7.0	 38.0	 1.0	 46.0	 0.0	 1.9	 13.2	 15.1	
Szeged	 12982	 46.25/20.10	 23.0	 35.7	 7.3	 66.0	 0.0	 2.3	 33.7	 36.0	
Serbia	
Palic	 13067	 46.10/19.77	 20.0	 26.4	 4.6	 51.0	 0.0	 1.4	 32.3	 33.7	
Sombor	 13160	 45.77/19.15	 21.0	 17.0	 7.0	 45.0	 1.8	 2.0	 37.5	 41.3	
Novi	S.	Rim.	 13168	 45.33/19.85	 77.0	 39.0	 28.6	 144.6	 0.0	 2.7	 30.9	 33.6	
Zrenjanin	 13173	 45.37/20.42	 55.0	 29.0	 15.0	 99.0	 5.7	 2.9	 21.7	 30.3	
Kikinda	 13174	 45.85/20.47	 27.0	 34.0	 12.5	 73.5	 0.0	 4.5	 26.0	 30.5	
Loznica	 13262	 44.55/19.23	 129.0	 71.0	 9.0	 209.0	 3.1	 2.3	 28.9	 34.3	
Sr.	Mitrovica	 13266	 45.10/19.55	 56.0	 44.0	 21.0	 121.0	 2.8	 2.2	 33.6	 38.6	
Valjevo	 13269	 44.32/19.92	 105.4	 69.0	 6.2	 180.6	 7.8	 3.4	 243	 35.5	
Beograd	 13274	 44.80/20.47	 112.6	 58.0	 17.0	 187.6	 1.5	 0.0	 23.3	 24.8	
Kragujevac	 13278	 44.02/20.92	 37.0	 43.0	 1.8	 81.8	 7.2	 0.0	 27.0	 34.2	
Sm.	Palanka	 13279	 44.37/20.95	 81.0	 49.0	 7.3	 137.3	 7.1	 0.0	 24.1	 31.2	
Croatia	
Zagreb	Maks.	 14240	 45.82/16.03	 0.0	 16.0	 13.0	 29.0	 1.1	 4.0	 11.7	 16.8	
Bilogora	 14256	 45.88/17.20	 0.1	 10.0	 26.0	 36.1	 0.7	 1.8	 18.1	 20.6	
Slavonski	B.	 14370	 45.17/18.00	 12.5	 36.0	 8.0	 56.5	 2.3	 1.8	 28.2	 32.3	
Gradiste	 14382	 45.15/18.70	 43.0	 45.0	 9.0	 97.0	 2.1	 1.8	 37.4	 41.3	
BiH	
Banja	Luka	 14542	 44.78/17.22	 -	 23	 53	 -	 2.5	 4.3	 25.2	 -	
The	 European	 Climate	 Assessment	 and	 Data	 (ECA&D)	 E-OBS	 daily	 rainfall	 dataset	
(Haylock	et	al.	2008,	Lockhoff	et	al.	2014)	is	used	for	additional	OPERA	quality	control.	This		

















6	 minutes	 apart.	 Comparison	 between	 satellite	 and	 radar	 accumulations	 are	 made	 only	
where	satellite	measurements	exist.	
2.4.1	Ground	radar	to	gauge	comparisons	
Gauge	 network	 observations	 of	 both	 the	 extreme	 and	 average	 3-day	 raining	 events	
(described	 in	 Section	 2.2)	 are	 used	 to	 evaluate	 remotely	 sensed	 products.	 Despite	 the	
availability	of	close-to-instantaneous	measurements	at	a	number	of	the	gauge	locations,	(e.g.	
tipping	 bucket	 measurements),	 their	 direct	 comparison	 to	 satellite	 estimates	 would	 be	















































Opera total:  1013 mm
Gauge total: 1868 mm

















Opera total:  833 mm
Gauge total: 645 mm




Fig.	 2.4b	 during	 the	 first	 two	 days,	 the	 bias	 is	 opposite	 to	 that	 found	 on	 the	 third	 day,	
following	 the	 change	 in	 the	 precipitation	 regime	 from	 isolated	 intense	 storms	 to	 a	more	
organized	mesoscale	convection	(see	Section	2.2).	Studies	such	as	Petersen	et	al.	(1999)	and	
Cifelli	et	al.	(2011)	provide	detailed	understanding	of	drawbacks	related	to	the	use	of	radar	





b,	 the	 exponent	 of	 the	 original	 Marshall-Palmer	 Z-R	 relationship	 (Z=aRb),	 constant.	
Significantly	lower	values	of	coefficient	a	during	the	flood	event	(Table	2.3)	imply	that	the	
two	events	were	characterized	by	different	precipitation	regimes.	Sharma	et	al.	2009	show	
that	 an	 increase	 of	 the	 coefficient	 a	 is	 associated	 with	 transitioning	 from	 stratiform	 to	
convective	regimes.	Also,	the	coefficients	of	adjusted	Z-R	relationship	during	the	flood	event	




















































atmospheric	 integrated	 column	 properties	 at	 a	 relatively	 large	 slant	 angle	 in	 contrast	 to	
radar	 beam	 volume	 sampling.	 Slant	 angle	 of	 the	 GMI	 radiometer	 results	 in	 some	
displacement	of	the	precipitation	features	edges	and	convective	cores	but	within	expected	
ranges.	A	more	detailed	examination	that	includes	regions	outside	the	flood	box,	however,	
reveals	 that	 GMI	 often	misses	 light	 rain	 rates	 (less	 than	 0.2	mm	 h-1)	 as	 well	 as	 intense	





shown	in	Fig.	2.7.	Except	 for	 the	higher	spatial	resolution	of	 the	GMI	and	AMSR2	sensors	
relative	 to	 the	 DMSP	 sensors,	 the	 same	 conclusions	 as	 in	 the	 GMI	 case	 hold.	 Overall,	
GPROF_2014	shows	qualitatively	good	performance	in	capturing	the	spatial	variability	of	the	



















overpass	 match	 (red	 line)	 and	 OPERA	 native	 resolution	 (yellow	 line)	 exist	 due	 to	 their	


































    
 a) Flood event


















)      b) Non-flood event



















rain	rate	estimates	stem	primarily	 from	the	assumptions	 the	algorithms	use	 to	relate	 the	
observed	quantities	to	rainfall	rates.	As	mentioned	earlier,	the	satellite	retrieval	is	built	upon	
the	observed	 ice	scattering	signal.	Similarly,	OPERA	radar	rain	rate	estimates	rely	on	 the	







day	 of	 non-flood	 event.	 Consequently,	 radar	 retrieval	 underestimated	 gauge-adjusted	





likely	 linked	 to	 microphysical	 properties	 of	 isolated	 and	 organized	 convection	 regimes	
(Rosenfeld	and	Ulbrich	2003,	Bringi	et	al.	2003).	It	is	known	that	inappropriate	hydrometeor	
profiles	lead	to	underestimation	by	passive	microwave	radiometer	algorithms	(Kwon	et	al.	
2008,	 Kubota	 et	 al.	 2009,	 Ryu	 et	 al.	 2012,	 Sohn	 et	 al.	 2013,	 Shige	 et	 al.	 2013,	 2015,	 and	
Taniguchi	et	al.	2013).	While	not	proven	for	the	events	in	this	study,	one	can	infer	that	the	










time.	 Colors	 represent	 the	 density	 of	 database	 entries	 within	 a	 given	 rain	 rate	 and	 Tb	










column	water	 vapor	 values	 (14-23	 g	 kg-1)	 during	 the	 flood	 event.	 Area-mean	 ground	 radar	 gauge-
adjusted	 observations	 and	 satellite	 retrieved	 vales	 of	 rain	 rate	 are	 marked	 in	 black	 and	 magenta	
crosses,	respectively.	Note	that	the	x-axis	is	log-scaled.		




expected	by	definition	 of	 the	 extreme	 event,	 the	 latter	 can	be	 explained	by	 the	 fact	 that,	
perhaps,	the	US	NEXRAD-based	database	builds	on	storms	specific	for	the	US	region	with	







rain	 rate	 values	 showed	 significant	 differences	 in	 ice-scattering	 signatures.	 Mismatch	 of	
approximately	10	K	at	high	frequency	channels	(i.e.	91GHz)	implied	~	40%	more	ice	in	the	
column	during	 the	 flood	event	 than	 the	database	entries	 for	 the	observed	environmental	




precipitation	 regimes	 play	 a	 key	 role	 in	 the	 gauge	 to	 satellite	 discrepancies,	 DPR	
measurements	 are	 introduced	 (Seto	 et	 al.	 2013).	 The	 DPR’s	 attenuation-based	 retrieval	
(Iguchi	et	al.	2000,	2009)	adjusts	its	Z-R	relationship	to	the	observed	precipitation	regime	
though	a	number	of	steps	that	include	effects	of	rain	type,	presence	or	absence	of	a	bright	












similar,	 precipitation	 region.	 This	 broader	 comparison	partially	 emphasizes	 the	 role	 that	
OPERA’s	fixed	Z-R	relationship	plays	in	defining	the	gauge	to	radar	biases.	
The	 comparisons	 of	 GMI	 and	 DPR	 to	 ground	 radar	 measurements	 over	 the	 OPERA	
domain	for	four	(five)	satellite	overpasses	for	the	extreme	(average)	event	is	shown	in	Fig.	
2.11a	(2.11b),	with	the	summary	of	pixel	level	analysis	given	in	Table	2.4.	Overall	the	results	
show	 reasonably	 high	 correlation	 between	 the	 satellite	 and	 ground	 data,	 especially	
considering	the	fact	that	random	satellite	overpasses	and	differences	in	scanning	geometry	
prevent	the	exact	colocation	between	OPERA	and	DPR	volumes.	However,	while	DPR	and	








Figure	2.11	DPR/GMI	 to	OPERA	rainfall	 rate	comparison.	For	conditional	satellite	rain,	 in	nine	GPM	









	 DPR	 Ku	 Ka	 GMI	
Balkan	flood	event	
OPERA	total	rain	(mm)	 345	 345	 128	 1871	
Satellite	total	rain	(mm)	 793	 834	 185	 1626	
Ratio		 2.30	 2.42	 1.41	 0.86	
Correlation		 0.52	 0.50	 0.65	 0.49	
Average	non-flood	event	
OPERA	total	rain	(mm)	 104	 104	 37	 270	
Satellite	total	rain	(mm)	 171	 191	 29	 256	
Ratio		 1.64	 1.83	 0.80	 0.94	
Correlation		 0.51	 0.59	 0.52	 0.28	
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A	more	detailed	 investigation	 of	DPR	precipitation	profiles	 (using	GPM	2A.DPR	product)	
addresses	 the	 contrast	 in	 precipitation	 regimes	 of	 the	 two	 events.	 According	 to	 DPR	
observations	 over	 the	 flood	 region	 only,	 the	 flood	 event	 is	 characterized	 by	 an	 average	
freezing	level	height	of	1700	m,	a	near	surface	reflectivity	ranging	from	30	dBZ	to	35	dBZ,	
and	95%	of	 total	 rainfall	being	classified	as	 stratiform.	On	 the	other	hand,	 the	 stratiform	








event	 as	well	 as	 the	 organized	 convection	 accumulations	 are	 caused	 by:	 1)	 a	Bayes’	 pull	
towards	the	a	priori	database	mean,	and	2)	a	non-flood	microphysics	of	the	a	priori	database	
rainfall	 profiles.	 In	 the	 second	 case	 the	 entire	 database	 appears	 to	 be	 biased	 towards	
different	type	of	raining	systems	characterized	by	different	ice-to-rain	relationship	form	the	
observed	one.	This	scenario	results	in	biased	rain	rates	regardless	of	their	value	since	the	






gravitate	 towards	 the	 center	 of	 the	 distribution.	 This	 can	 cause	 a	 Bayesian	 scheme	 to	







have	 the	 correct	 PDF	 of	 rain	 for	 the	 extreme	 event	 while	 statistically	 preserving	 the	
microphysics	of	the	database.	The	retrieval	is	then	run	using	these	synthetic	observations,	










F18	overpasses	during	 the	 flooding	event.	Blue	 line	 is	a	 linear	 fit	of	approximately	2500	rain	rates,	
while	red	line	denotes	one	to	one	ratio.	
2.5.	Conclusions	and	summary	


























G-adj mean:  1.39
Sinth. mean:  1.12
Ratio           :  1.24
Corr.           :   0.75
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measurements,	 and	 2)	 offers	 some	 insight	 about	 the	 impact	 of	 regime	 dependent	




retrieval	 to	 closely	 reproduce	 rainfall	 rate	 and	 accumulation	 estimates	 given	 by	 ground	
radars.	 However,	 discrepancies	 between	 satellite-,	 radar-,	 and	 gauge	 72-hour	 rain	
accumulation	estimates	during	the	extreme	precipitation	event	reveal	that	both	satellite	and	
ground	 radars	 underestimated	 accumulations	 relative	 to	 gauges	 by	 60%	 and	 50%,	
respectively.	At	the	same	time,	relatively	high	correlations	of	24-hour	accumulations	(0.85)	
are	seen	between	ground	(OPERA)	radars	and	gauges.	Additional	comparisons	related	to	a	
more	 typical,	 non-extreme,	 precipitation	 event	 of	 same	 duration,	 over	 the	 same	 area,	
indicated	 satellite	 underestimate	 (20%)	 and	 radar	 overestimate	 (12%)	 relative	 to	 gauge	
accumulations.	 This	 ambiguous	 result	 is	 explained	by	OPERA’s	 exclusive	 use	 of	Marshal-
Palmer	Z-R	relationship	(Z=200R1.6),	which	is	designed	to	represent	mid-latitude	stratiform	
systems	DSD	rather	than	DSDs	related	to	“tropical-like”	conditions	seen	during	the	Balkan	




mid-latitude	 Z-R	 relationships,	 the	 role	 of	 the	 variability	 of	 the	 ice-to-rain	 ratio	 over	 the	













rain	 at	 that	 time	 were	 based	 on	 information	 of	 cloud	 top	 height,	 whose	 relationship	 to	
surface	 rainfall	was	 rather	ambiguous.	The	advantage	of	using	microwave	 frequencies	 to	
penetrate	 clouds	 was	 recognized	 with	 the	 introduction	 of	 Passive	 Microwave	 (PMW)	




in	 a	 more	 physical	 sense.	 The	 retrievals	 used	 lower	 frequencies	 (e.g.,	 19	 GHz)	 where	
radiation	 is	 absorbed	 and	 re-emitted	 by	 liquid	 hydrometeors	 to	 derive	 information	 of	
column-integrated	liquid	water,	while	the	upwelling	radiation	at	higher	frequencies	(e.g.,	85	
GHz),	strongly	affected	by	ice	scattering,	offered	insight	into	the	upper	layers	of	convective	
clouds.	 Thus,	 PMW	 retrievals	 employed	 both	 absorption	 and	 scattering	 properties	 of	
hydrometeors	 to	 relate	 the	 observed	 radiances	 at	 TOA	 to	 surface	 rainfall.	 Despite	 the	
improvements,	precipitation	measurements	still	suffered	from	serious	discrepancies	when	
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compared	 to	 ground-based	 products	 (Ferraro	 1997).	 Their	 inability	 to	 fully	 capture	 the	








space.	 Profiling	 capabilities	 of	 PR	 allowed	 for	 better	 understanding	 of	 hydrometeor	
absorption	and	scattering	signatures	relative	to	the	brightness	temperature	(Tb)	vector	by	
PMW.	 Ground	 validation	 sites,	 such	 as	 Kwajalein,	 offered	 valuable	 ground-based	 radar	
rainfall	measurements	as	a	reference	for	both	PR	and	TMI	estimates	(Kim	et	al.	2004;	Houze	
et	al.	2004;	Schumacher	et	al.	2000).	This	greatly	improved	PMW	retrieval	performance	over	




ground	 radar	 validation	 sites	 at	Kwajalein,	Melbourne,	Houston,	 and	Darwin,	Wolff	 et	 al.	
2005).	However,	comparable	agreement	was	much	harder	to	achieve	over	land	backgrounds	
(Wolff	 et	 al.	 2009).	 Land	 surfaces	 are	 all	 highly	 emissive,	 which	 leads	 to	 Tb	 emission	
signatures	 similar	 to	 rain	 itself.	 With	 no	 obvious	 contrast	 between	 rain	 and	 surface-
background	emission	signals,	rainfall	detection	over	land	is	based	primarily	on	ice-induced	
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this	 relationship	 even	more	 thoroughly.	 The	 launch	 of	 the	 GPM	 (Hou	 et	 al.	 2014)	 core-
satellite,	with	a	dual-frequency	precipitation	radar	(DPR)	and	the	most	accurate	microwave	
imager	 to	 date	 (GMI),	 affords	 the	 opportunity	 to	 inter-calibrate	 a	 multitude	 of	 PMW	
radiometers	to	the	same	reference.	Blended	products	of	global	rainfall	measurements,	such	




such	 relationships	 in	 nature,	 and	 explores	 synoptic-scale	 structural	 and	 environmental		
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where	 the	 upwelling	microwave	 signal,	 depressed	 by	 accumulated	 snow	 and	 ice	 on	 the	





























a	 convective-stratiform	 discriminator,	 described	 by	 McCollum	 and	 Ferraro	 (2003)	 and	
modified	by	Gopalan	et	al.	(2010),	is	added.	Once	a	pixel	is	determined	to	be	raining	and	its	
convective-stratiform	 nature	 is	 known,	 regression	 equations	 relate	 the	 85	 GHz	 Tb	
depression	to	the	surface	rainfall	using	following	relationships:		
Rainstrat	[mm		h-1]	=	(1	−	cnvprob	)	⋅	(19.7034	−	0.0708	⋅	Tb85v)	 	 	 	 	 (3.1)	
Rainconv	[mm	h-1]	=	cnvprob	⋅	(165.656−1.63⋅Tb85v	+	6.5035x10−3⋅Tb285v	−9.6682x10−6⋅Tb385v	)		 (3.2)	
S. America Africa 
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where	 cnvprob	 is	 the	 convective	 probability,	 Rainstrat	 and	 Rainconv	 are	 stratiform	 and	








Yang	 et	 al.	 2006;	 Shige	 et	 al.	 2006;	 Seo	 et	 al.	 2007;	Wang	 et	 al.	 2009).	Nevertheless,	 the	
regional	systematic	differences	over	 land	remain	significant.	The	possibility	that	different	
regions	have	systematically	different	ice	contents	and	related	Tb	depressions	for	the	same	




of	Africa	 and	 South	America	 as	 a	 test	 bed.	 The	 rainfall	 ratio	 (PR/PMW)	between	 raining	
scenes	detected	by	the	two	sensors	is	plotted	as	a	function	of	rain	rate.	The	black	line	reflects	
a	mean	ratio	of	the	PR	and	PMW	rainfall	over	the	two	regions	after	the	overall	systematic	
difference	 is	 removed.	 Focusing	 to	 the	 mean	 ratio	 only,	 one	 can	 easily	 note	 that	 PMW	
retrieval	 tends	 to	overestimate	PR	at	 low	rain	rates	 (0-5	mm	h-1),	while	underestimating	
higher	ones	(above	5	mm	h-1).	This	is	a	general	property	of	GPROF	retrieval	caused	by	the	
fact	 that	 algorithm	 has	 less	 information	 content	 than	 the	 PR	 and	 thus	 tends	 to	 drive	
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and	Wicker	 2002;	 Qie	 et	 al.	 2003)	 that	 showed	 positive	 correlations	 between	 lightning,	





Global	 Precipitation	Climatology	Project	 (GPCP)	data	 to	 satellite	 infrared	 and	microwave	
rain	estimates	 to	 find	essentially	 the	same	discrepancies	as	 those	seen	 in	Fig.	3.1.	As	one	









of	 observed	 systematic	 differences	 of	 passive	 microwave	 precipitation	 relative	 to	 PR	
estimates.	The	 study	will	 focus	on	 the	Amazon	and	African	 regions	 in	order	 to	minimize	
variability	due	to	surface	type,	proximity	to	the	ocean,	and	advected	air	masses.	
3.2.	Data	and	precipitation	climatology	






the	pixel	 level	 (convective/stratiform)	 is	given	by	 the	2A23	product	 (Awaka	et	al.	2009).	
PMW	retrieval	surface	rain	rate	estimates	and	corresponding	TMI	brightness	temperatures	
are	 obtained	 from	 the	 GPROF	 (see	 Section	 3.1.1)	 standard	 output	 and	 1B11	 product		
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respectively.	 An	 additional	 year	 (2008)	 of	 the	 same	 data	 sets	 is	 used	 as	 an	 independent	
sample	to	test	the	robustness	of	this	study’s	findings.		
Environmental	 parameters,	 namely	 CAPE,	 wind	 profile,	 temperature,	 dew	 point	 and	
specific	humidity	are	taken	from	the	European	Centre	for	Medium-Range	Weather	Forecasts	
(ECMWF)	 Re-Analysis	 Interim	 (ERA-Interim)	 model	 data	 (Dee	 et	 al.	 2011),	 at	 0.75°	
horizontal	and	6-hour	temporal	resolution,	at	4	pressure	levels	(850,	700,	500	and	200	mb)	
for	 the	 same	 two	years	 as	 the	TRMM	data.	While	model-induced	uncertainties	 exist,	 this	
dataset	 is	 still	 seen	 as	 the	 best	 resource	 based	 on	 its	 consistency,	 coverage	 and	 use	 in	




the	height	 of	 the	planetary	boundary	 layer	 (PBL)	does	not	 affect	 these	 results,	mid-level	
























































differs	 from	 the	 average	 assumed	 relation.	 Since	 the	 85	 GHz	 brightness	 temperature	
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decreases	primarily	due	to	ice-scattering	(Vivekanandan	et	al.	1991),	it	is	hypothesized	that	























values	 in	 range	 gates	 above	 the	 freezing	 level	 observed	 by	 PR.	 Due	 to	 a	 wide	 range	 of	
hydrometeor	properties	(e.g.	type,	phase,	density,	and	size	distribution)	it	provides	only	a	
qualitative	 estimate	 of	 the	 cloud	 content	 in	 the	 freezing	 portion	 of	 atmospheric	 column	
which,	 due	 to	 PR’s	 sensitivity	 threshold	 (17	 dBZ),	 mainly	 relates	 to	 large	 frozen	
hydrometeors.	To	estimate	 this	quantity,	 the	 freezing	 level	 is	obtained	 from	the	2A25	PR	
product	and	used	to	locate	PR	range	bins	with	frozen	hydrometeors.	
These	 two	diagnostic	variables	allow	 for	easier	verification	of	 the	hypothesis	 that	 the	
variability	in	ice	scattering	is	the	dominant	error	source.	Figure	3.4	shows	the	relationship	
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Clearly,	 Eq.	 (3.1)	 and	 Eq.	 (3.2)	 show	 that	 PMW	 rainfall	 depends	 on	 the	 85	 GHz	
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ice	 in	 clouds,	 typical	 for	Amazon	 and	African	 regions,	 differs.	 This	 is	 consistent	with	 the	
hypothesis	 that	 the	 ice	aloft	 is	 indeed	related	to	 the	variability	 in	 the	PR-to-PMW	rainfall	
difference	over	these	two	regions.	
3.4.	Addressing	the	variability	of	the	ice	aloft	to	rain	rate	relation		
The	 most	 striking	 property	 in	 Fig.	 3.4	 is	 a	 large	 pixel-to-pixel	 variability	 in	 the	
relationship	between	the	total	reflectivity	above	the	freezing	level	and	the	surface	rainfall.	
For	moderate	to	high	rain	rates,	the	reflectivity	can	vary	more	than	15	dBZ	(e.g.,	at	10	mm	h-













and	 type	of	neighboring	pixels	 (Awaka	et	al.	2009).	The	outcome	 is	 shown	 to	be	 in	good	
agreement	with	 similar	 schemes	 applied	 to	 ground-based	 classifications.	 Thus,	 this	 pixel	
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of	 cloud	 characteristics	 allowing	 them	 to	 group	 into	 three	 clusters.	 In	 the	original	 study,	
tropical	oceanic	clouds	are	clustered	into	classes	defined	by:	1)	Shallow,	2)	Deep-organized,	
and	3)	Deep-unorganized	convection.	To	mimic	this,	we	first	define	a	regular	1°	x	1°	grid	
along	 the	 TRMM	 track,	 and	 then	 seek	 cluster	 centroids,	 or	 ‘‘regimes’’,	 that	minimize	 the	
Euclidean	 distance	 in	 an	 x-dimensional	 space	 of	 standardized	 variables.	 The	 variables,	
following	Elsaesser	et	al.	(2010),	are	chosen	to	be:	1)	echo	top	heights	(ETHs),	2)	convective	
to	stratiform	rainfall	ratio,	and	3)	raining	to	non-raining	pixel	ratios,	all	given	by	PR	over	the	
1°	 grids.	 The	 first	 are	 given	 by	 the	 altitude	 of	 the	 highest	 non-isolated	 range	 bins	 with	




top	heights	 represent	a	proxy	 for	 the	amount	of	 ice	 in	 the	cloud	column,	 they	also	relate	





change	 of	 reflectivity	 with	 height	 and	 Tb	 values	 at	 85	 GHz	 of	 each	 regime	 are	 shown	
in	Fig.	3.7.	
 






over	 the	 Amazon	 and	 African	 regions,	 it	will	 find	 very	 little	 variability	 between	 the	 two	
regardless	 of	 chosen	 regime.	 Regional	 differences	 must	 therefore	 be	 related	 more	 to	 a	
change	 in	 regime	 frequency	 than	 in	 regime	properties.	High	 frequency	 (i.e.,	 85	GHz)	Tbs	
further	 show	 significantly	 lower	 values	 in	 the	 case	 of	 deep-organized	 cloud	 systems,	
implying	enhanced	 ice	content	of	 this	 regime.	This	 is	 consistent	with	higher	 reflectivities	
detected	throughout	the	column	of	dBZ	profile	above	the	freezing	level	(i.e.	bright	band)	in	
deep-organized	 systems	 (panel	 c)	 compared	 to	 shallow	ones	 (panel	 a).	These	 results	 are	
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regions	suggests	 that	using	 the	clustering	approach	has	more	potential	 in	addressing	 the	




the	differences	within	each	 regime.	The	 results	 suggest	 a	 strong	 correlation	between	 the	




PMW	positive	deviations	 (warm	colors	 in	Fig.	3.1)	 coincide	with	RFOs	of	deep-organized	
systems	(bottom	row	in	Fig.	3.8).	The	results	are	 in	agreement	with	the	findings	that	use	
similar	approach	to	describe	tropical	convection	[e.g.,	Mohr	et	al.	(1999);	Zipser	et	al.	(2006);	
Wall	 et	 a.	 (2013);	Houze	et	 al.	 (2015)].	 For	 example,	Mohr	et	al.	 (1999)	 found	 that	well-
organized	 storms,	 MCSs,	 in	 the	 African	 region	 constituted	 10%–20%	 of	 the	 regional	
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each	 of	 the	 regimes.	 In	 shallow	 regime	 (top)	 PMW	 sensor	 underestimates	 PR	 by	 33%;	 in	 deep-
unorganized	regime	(middle)	PMW	underestimates	PR	by	10%;	 in	deep-organized	regime	(bottom)	
PMW	overestimates	PR	by	41%.	
By	 showing	 the	 relative	 difference	 between	 PMW	and	 PR	 total	 rainfall	 estimate	with	





and	 deep-unorganized	 regimes	 contribute	 less	 than	 50%	 to	 the	 total	 rain.	 Combined	
information	from	Figs.	3.8	and	3.9	suggests	that	cloud	systems	RFO	explains	up	to	50%	of	
the	systematic	differences	over	the	Amazon	and	African	regions.	The	overall	conclusion	is	
that	 PMW	 sensor	 indeed	 tends	 to	 overestimate	 ice-rich	 deep-organized	 convection	 and	
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underestimate	 the	other	 two,	relative	 to	 the	PR.	This,	coupled	the	changes	 in	 the	relative	
frequencies	of	occurrences	of	 these	 systems,	 generally	 explains	 the	 systematic	difference	
seen	in	Fig.	3.1.	
The	above	conclusion	 is	 supported	by	Fig.	3.10,	which	uses	 the	 integrated	reflectivity	
above	the	freezing	level	versus	surface	rainfall,	as	done	for	Fig.	3.4,	to	repeat	the	analysis.	






is	 desirable.	 Based	 on	 the	 current	 understanding	 of	 the	 interactions	 of	 storms	 with	 the	














have	 less	 pixel-to-pixel	 variability	 induced	 by	 these	 lifecycle	 changes.	 Sampling	 the	
atmospheric	 conditions	 by	 criteria	 that	 are	 well	 known	 to	 play	 a	 key	 role	 in	 cloud	





1°	 x	 1°	 raining	 scenes.	 To	 ensure	 that	 environmental	 variables	 are	 not	 affected	 by	
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level	 jet,	 the	 magnitudeof	 the	 low-level	 wind	 shear,	 the	 surface	 equivalent	 potential	
temperature)	are	tested	as	cloud	regime	predictors.	Several	parameters	stand	out:	the	mid-













Bin	limits											[J	kg-1]	 124	 256	 384	 511	 645	 792	 954	 1137	 1369	 1729	 +	∞	
PR/PMW	ratio	 1.50	 1.25	 1.18	 1.16	 1.13	 1.01	 1.03	 0.95	 0.89	 0.88	 0.78	
RFO	Shallow											[%]	 56	 48	 43	 41	 37	 33	 30	 28	 24	 22	 17	
RFO	Deep-
Unorganized		
30	 32	 35	 35	 37	 35	 35	 35	 35	 32	 27	
RFO	Deep-Organized	 14	 19	 21	 24	 26	 33	 34	 38	 41	 46	 55	
VERTICAL	HUMIDITY	DEVIATION	
Bin	limits	 0.11	 0.14	 0.16	 0.18	 0.20	 0.21	 0.23	 0.24	 0.26	 0.29	 +	∞	
PR/PMW	ratio	 0.77	 0.83	 0.87	 0.95	 0.98	 1.02	 1.04	 1.12	 1.18	 1.23	 1.28	
RFO	Shallow											[%]	 27	 20	 24	 27	 29	 30	 33	 37	 42	 47	 61	
RFO	Deep-
Unorganized	
29	 32	 33	 34	 35	 35	 35	 36	 36	 34	 28	
RFO	Deep-Organized	 44	 48	 43	 39	 36	 35	 32	 27	 21	 19	 11	
LOW-LEVEL	DEW	POINT	DEPRESSION	
Bin	limits																	[K]	 0.48	 0.88	 1.26	 1.69	 2.24	 2.99	 4.11	 5.63	 8.24	 12.64	 +	∞	
PR/PMW	ratio	 1.27	 1.20	 1.16	 1.18	 1.14	 1.07	 0.99	 0.91	 0.85	 0.73	 0.65	
RFO	Shallow											[%]	 47	 43	 42	 42	 39	 35	 31	 29	 26	 23	 19	
RFO	Deep-
Unorganized	
32	 32	 31	 34	 36	 37	 34	 34	 34	 31	 30	
RFO	Deep-Organized	 20	 25	 26	 24	 25	 29	 34	 37	 40	 45	 51	
WIND	SHEAR	
Bin	limits												[m	s-1]	 -2.14	 -1.02	 -0.24	 0.43	 1.06	 1.71	 2.39	 3.15	 4.15	 5.68	 +	∞	
PR/PMW	ratio	 1.22	 1.09	 1.09	 1.06	 1.05	 1.06	 1.09	 1.00	 0.96	 0.87	 0.76	
RFO	Shallow											[%]	 47	 41	 39	 38	 36	 35	 34	 30	 29	 25	 19	
RFO	Deep-
Unorganized	
30	 35	 36	 36	 37	 37	 35	 35	 32	 31	 26	
RFO	Deep-Organized	 23	 24	 24	 25	 28	 28	 32	 35	 39	 44	 54	
	
The	 analyses	 show	 that	 high	 CAPE	 values,	 strong	 shear	 and	 dry-aloft	 conditions	 are	
favorable	 precursors	 of	 deep-organized	 convection.	 In	 these	 environments	 intense		





















evaporation	 that	can	stabilize	 the	atmospheric	column	too	 fast	 (e.g.,	Rotunno	et	al.	1988;	
LeMone	et	al.	1998).	Whether	cold	pool,	updraft	intensity,	front	and	rear	inflows,	or	in-cloud	







the	 facts	 that	 this	quantity	simultaneously	provides	 information	on	 the	 low-level	 relative	
humidity	and	state	of	the	soil	moisture,	both	of	which	have	been	shown	(e.g.,	Ford	et	al.	2015)	
to	relate	to	the	cloud	system	initiation	and	development.	Near	the	surface	relative	humidity	
is	 a	 relatively	 good	 proxy	 for	 the	 state	 of	 the	 boundary	 layer.	 Soil	 moisture	 and	 2	 m	
temperature	are	also	related	to	the	height	of	the	boundary	layer,	which	plays	an	important	
role	 in	 defining	 the	 cloud	 base	 height.	 This	 further	 influences	 the	 depth	 of	 the	 cloud	
determining	thermo-dynamical	properties	over	the	course	of	the	cloud	lifecycle.	At	the	same	
















The	 results,	 to	 this	 point,	 demonstrate	 that	 systematic	 deviations	 of	 PMW	 rainfall	
retrieval	 relative	 to	 PR	 rain	 estimates	 over	 land	 are	 caused	 by	 regionally	 dependent	
differences	 of	 the	 ratio	 between	 the	 ice	 scattering	 signature	 and	 surface	 rainfall,	




scale	 environment	 is	 a	 reasonably	 good	 predictor	 of	 the	 cluster	 types.	 Therefore,	 it	 is	
expected	that	both	can	perform	well	if	used	to	predict	their	disagreement.	To	demonstrate	
these	 predictors’	 potential	 in	 reducing	 PMW-to-PR	 differences,	 a	 simple	 experiment	 is	
performed.	A	year	of	TRMM	data	is	used	to	quantify	the	relationship	between	rain	estimate	
of	the	two	sensors	(e.g.,	that	seen	in	Fig.	3.1),	with	respect	to:	a)	environment,	and	b)	clusters.	
For	 each	 given	 environment	 or	 cluster,	 the	 PMW-to-PR	 rainfall	 ratio	 is	 recorded.	 Once	
available,	this	ratio	is	used	to	adjust	the	retrieved	PMW	rain	rate	estimates	of	an	independent	




ratios	 as	 a	 function	 of	 the	 environment	 categories	 used	 in	 Fig.	 3.11.	 Clearly,	 a	 robust	










Table	3.2	Correlation	between	the	 large-scale	environments	of	 the	 four	categories	seen	 in	Fig.	3.12.	
Data	source:	ERA-Interim	reanalysis	data	for	2010.	
	 Humidity	deviation	 Dew	point	depression	 CAPE	 Wind	Shear	
Humidity	deviation	 	 -0.18	 -0.15	 -0.22	
Dew	point	dep.	 -0.18	 	 -0.10	 0.15	
CAPE	 -0.15	 -0.10	 	 0.10	













Finally,	 to	 quantify	 the	 predictability	 of	 the	 two	 sensor’s	 disagreements,	 Fig.	 3.14	
compares	the	original	(black)	and	adjusted	(red)	PMW	estimates	of	mean	daily	rain	rates	to	
those	of	PR,	for	year	2008,	using	level-3	products	at	10°	resolution.	The	adjustments	of	PMW	
rain	 estimate	 are	 based	 on	 the	 2010	 dataset	 constraining	 the	 PMW-to-PR	 ratio	 by	 two	
environments	at	a	 time.	Using	 the	observed	CAPE	and	wind	shear	as	criteria	 (left	panel),	
improvements	of	approximately	30	%	and	35	%	are	made	in	RMSE	and	systematic	difference	
of	 daily	 rain	 rates,	 respectively,	 while	 regression	 coefficient	 is	 improved	 by	 25%.	
Improvements	 are	 somewhat	 less	 appealing,	 but	 still	 significant	 when	 CAPE	 is	 used	 in	





























rainfall	 retrievals	 over	 land.	 The	 study	 explores	 the	 links	 between	 ice	 scattering	 PMW	
signature	 and	 estimate	 of	 surface	 rain	 intensity,	 cloud	 system	 structure,	 and	 large-scale	
environments.	 It	 is	 shown	 that	 observed	 cloud	 physics	 and	 relationship	 between	 Tb	
depression	 and	 surface	 rain	 intensity	 correlate	 well	 with	 regional	 PMW-to-PR	 rainfall	
discrepancies	 in	 tropical	Africa	 and	South	America.	Variability	of	 ice-scattering-signal-to-
rain-rate	relationship	across	these	two	opposing	regions	is	captured	by	grouping	the	pixel-































by	 access	 to	 accurate	 measurements.	 In	 an	 effort	 to	 adapt	 to	 an	 ever-changing	 climate,	













random	 errors	 at	 small	 scales,	 their	 global	 nature	 makes	 them	 suitable	 for	 addressing	
potential	changes	in	global	precipitation	extremes.		
The	first	satellite-born	passive	microwave	(PMW)	instruments	date	back	to	mid	1960s.	
Rainfall	 detection	 from	 space	 began	 with	 the	 Scanning	 Multi-Channel	 Microwave	
Radiometer	launched	onboard	the	Nimbus-7	satellite	in	the	mid	1970s	making	satellite	PMW	
measurements	 an	 indispensable	 part	 of	 global	 rainfall	 records	 until	 the	 present	 day.	
Although	far	from	ideal,	the	relatively	low	cost	of	microwave	imagers	made	them	affordable	
and	a	popular	choice	of	instrument	for	many	past	and	upcoming	space	missions	(NIMBUS,	






Continuous	work	 on	 finding	 physical	 relations	 between	 the	 observed	 (i.e.,	 brightness	











difference	 in	mean	 rain	 rate	 estimate	 bias	 between	 ground	 radar	measurements	 and	 an	
operational	satellite	PMW	retrieval	is	shown	in	Fig.	4.1.	The	top	10%	of	rain	rates	for	the	






as	 defined	 by	 the	 ground	 based	 radars.	 Characterized	 by	 relatively	 high	 correlation	
coefficient	(0.66)	the	retrieval’s	performance	is	consistent	in	its	negative	bias	at	all	rain	rate	
values	(black	crosses	mark	mean	retrieved	rain	rates	for	each	of	ground	reference	rain	rate	
bins).	This	 is	 the	 result	 of	 an	assumed	 relationship	between	 the	 cloud	property	 (i.e.,	 ice-
content)	and	 rain	 rate,	used	 to	 retrieve	 the	 rain,	 that	was	derived	 from	a	broad	 range	of	














the	 top	 10%	 of	 rainfall	 rates	 over	 eastern	 CONUS	 for	 period	 Sep	 2014	 –	 Aug	 2015.	 Black	 crosses	
represent	mean	PMW	rainfall	rate	value	for	corresponding	reference	rainfall	rate	bin.	The	overall	bias	
value	for	these	maximum	rain	rates	is	-28%.	The	correlation	coefficient	is	0.66.		
Fixing	 this	 problem	 requires	 a	 better	 understanding	 of	 the	 ice	 content	 in	 extreme	
precipitation	events.	Rather	than	trying	to	improve	the	retrieval	itself,	a	solution	is	seen	in	
complementing	 the	observed	brightness	 temperature	vector	with	 information	that	would	
help	mitigate	ambiguities	in	ice-to-rain	relationship.	In	an	attempt	to	do	so,	this	study	seeks	
to	utilize	more-complex	links	between	observed	cloud	properties	and	common	atmospheric	










reoccurrence	 if	 similar	 conditions	 exist.	 Using	 the	 definition	 presented	 in	 Rogers	 (2000)	
applied	to	PMW	rainfall	detection,	rain	rate	probability	is	given	by	the	following	equation:	
P	(R	|	Tb)	~	P	(R)	x	P	(Tb	|	R)	/	P	(Tb)	 (4.1)	
where	P(R	 |	Tb)	 is	 the	a	posteriori	 conditional	probability	of	rain	rate	(R)	occurring	with	
observed	brightness	temperature	vector	(Tb);	P(R)	and	P(Tb)	are	a	priori	probabilities	of	
rain	 rate	 and	 brightness	 temperature,	 respectively;	 and	 P(Tb	 |	 R)	 is	 the	 conditional	
probability	of	a	brightness	temperature	vector	observed	with	a	given	rain	rate,	R.	Terms	on	
the	right	hand	side	of	Eq.	(4.1)	are	given	by	a	priori	knowledge	(stored	in	what	is	usually	





!$%$$ %$$ 	,							where				%, = exp −0.5	 34 − 5 !,












The	 two	 above-mentioned	 problems	 constitute	 the	 bulk	 of	 rainfall	 retrieval	 biases	
discussed	 throughout	 this	 study.	 Unfortunately,	 since	 they	 result	 directly	 from	 Bayes’	
method	definition,	they	can	only	be	diminished,	not	eliminated.	If	the	a	priori	and	observed	
information	 are	 rich	 and	 allowed	 to	 relate	well,	 however,	 the	 performance	 of	 the	 Bayes	
retrieval	will	likewise	improve	significantly.	This	suggests	that	the	sources	of	the	retrieval’s	
bias	could	potentially	be	mitigated	if	the	information	content	of	both	observed	and	a	priori	
vectors	 is	 complemented	by	 elements	 that	 can	 strengthen	 their	 links.	 Seeking	 such	 links	
requires	a	better	understanding	of	the	Tb	(i.e.	observed)	vector	and	rainfall	rate.	
If	the	retrieval	employs	an	observed	relationship	between	two	state	vectors	to	retrieve	





amount	 in	 a	 cloud	 to	 relate	 to	 a	 surface	 rain	 rate,	 will	 inherently	 introduce	 noise	 if	 the	
algorithm	cannot	distinguish	between	entries	with	similar	brightness	temperature	vectors	
but	 different	 rainfall	 rates.	 For	 extreme	 rainfall	 rates,	 this	 noise	 translates	 to	 a	 bias	 for	




As	 an	 operational	 passive	 microwave	 rainfall	 retrieval	 for	 the	 Global	 Precipitation	
Measurement	(GPM)	mission	(Hou,	et	al.,	2014),	the	Goddard	PROFiling	(GPROF)	algorithm	




present	 day,	 undergoing	 a	 number	 of	 versions.	At	 the	 time	of	 this	 study,	 its	most	 recent	










and	 others.	 While	 more	 details	 on	 prior	 versions	 of	 GPROF	 algorithm	 can	 be	 found	 in	
aforementioned	literature,	a	brief	overview	of	the	up-to-date	algorithm	is	given	below.	










non-unique	relationship	between	 the	set	of	Tbs	and	 the	rainfall	 rate	 is	 caused	by	similar	
radiometric	 properties	 of	 different	 combinations	 in	 rain	DSDs,	water	 vapor,	 cloud	 liquid	













is	 also	 readily	 adaptable	 to	 other	 sensors	 that	 take	 part	 in	 the	 GPM	 constellation:	 three	
SSMISs	(F16,	F17,	and	F18),	AMSR2	(GCOMW1),	GMI	(GPM),	four	MHSs	(MetOp-A,	MetOp-B,	















GMI	 data.	 With	 its	 13	 MW	 channels	 (10.65H/V,	 18.7H/V,	 23.8V,	 36.5H/V,	 89.0H/V,	
166V/H,	and	183.3	+/-	3V,	7V	GHz)	 the	GMI	 instrument	 (Draper	et	 al.	 2015)	 serves	as	a	
	 89	




DPR	 data.	 The DPR instrument, developed by Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency(JAXA) and Japan’s National Institute of Information and Communications 
Technology (NICT), has Ku and Ka precipitation radars operating at 13.6 and 35.5 GHz 
frequency, respectively, with FOVs of approximately 5 km. The Ku band radar (the only 
one used in this study) has cross-track width of 245 km, vertical sampling of 250 m, and 
virtually complete sampling at the surface level (e.g., no gaps between individual FOVs). 
Its algorithm builds on that of TRMM PR (Iguchi et al. 2009) and, with a minimum 




















goal	of	 optimizing	 ingestion	of	 aerosol	 information	 to	GPROF	 retrieval	 and	 supported	by	
findings	of	Dusek	et	al.	(2006)	and	Stolz	et	al.	(2015),	only	number	concentration	of	aerosols	
with	diameters	larger	than	40nm	(0.04μm)	are	used	as	a	proxy	for	CCN.	
ECMWF	 data.	 The	 European	 Centre	 for	 Medium-Range	Weather	 Forecasts	 (ECMWF)	







magnitude	 at	 500-	 and	 850-mb	 levels.	 Low-level	 dewpoint	 depression	 is	 defined	 as	 the	
difference	between	2m	temperature	and	dewpoint.	A	vertical	humidity	deviation	is	defined	
as	the	ratio	between	specific	humidity	at	low-	and	mid-tropospheric	levels.	To	ensure	that	
the	 height	 of	 the	 planetary	 boundary	 layer	 (PBL)	 does	 not	 affect	 these	 results,	midlevel	
	 91	
humidity	is	taken	as	a	mean	value	of	450	and	500	mb,	while	low-level	humidity	is	required	
to	 be	 within	 the	 PBL	 (e.g.,	 850	 mb).	 To	 minimize	 the	 effect	 of	 precipitation	 on	 the	
atmospheric	 column,	 the	 environmental	 parameters	 to	 be	 used	 as	 cloud	 morphology	
predictors	in	the	a	priori	database	are	chosen	to	correspond	to	the	time	step	preceding	their	
coupled	precipitation	rate.	








of	 elements	 exceeds	 36	millions	 ranging	 from	1.4x106	 for	minimum	 snow	 to	 1.4x109	 for	maximum	
vegetation.	
 
Max Vegetation; Total # of profiles: 1.12797e+07
Sruface type 2; Total # of profiles in DB2 6.81411e+07
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High Vegetation; Total # of profiles: 1.42642e+07
Sruface type 3; Total # of profiles in DB2 6.81411e+07
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Mododerate Vegetation; Total # of profiles: 6.76486e+06
Sruface type 4; Total # of profiles in DB2 6.81411e+07
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Low Vegetation; Total # of profiles: 658418.
Sruface type 5; Total # of profiles in DB2 6.81411e+07
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Min Vegetation; Total # of profiles: 137139.
Sruface type 6; Total # of profiles in DB2 6.81411e+07
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Max Snow; Total # of profiles: 250207.
Sruface type 7; Total # of rofiles in DB2 6.81411e+07
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Moderate Snow; Total # of profiles: 2.3092 e+06
Sruface type 8; Total # of rofiles in DB2 6.81411e+07
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Low Snow; Total # of profiles: 1.89639e+06
Sruface type 9; Total # of rofiles in DB2 6.81411e+07
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Moderate Snow; Total # of profiles: 2.30922e+06
Sruface type 8; Total # of profiles in DB2 6.81411e+07
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Max Vegetation High Vegetation Moderate Vegetation Low Vegetation 













scenes	 are	 identified.	 Once	 again,	 convective	 to	 total	 rainfall	 ratio	 and	 DPR-Ku	 echo-top	











echo-top	height	 is	 strongly	 correlated	with	high	 frequency	Tb	depressions.	However,	 the	
more	 important	 finding	 is	 the	 indication	of	a	 clear	 separation	 in	 the	slope	of	echo	 top	 to	
brightness	temperature	relation	shown	in	Fig.	4.4	for	the	three	regimes.	This	suggests	that	












to	 relate	 with	 PMW	 systematic	 errors	 over	 Amazon-African	 region,	 plus	 the	 aerosol	
concentrations,	 which	 are	 widely	 recognized	 as	 a	 major	 factor	 in	 cloud	 formation.	 The	
environmental	parameters	are	CAPE,	low-level	humidity,	wind	shear,	vertical	distribution	of	
humidity	and	CCN	concentration.	Using	one	environment	at	a	time	to	define	a	synoptic	state,	

















Quintile	limits	[J	kg-1]	 0	-	30	 30	-	60	 60	-	140	 140	-	485	 485	-	µ	
Correlation		 -0.19	 -0.17	 -0.37	 -0.51	 -0.55	
CCN	
Quintile	limits	[cm-3]	 0	–	690	 690	–	1000	 1000	–	1300	 1280	–	1680	 1680	-	µ	
Correlation		 -0.44	 -0.47	 -0.44	 -0.43	 -0.35	
LOW-LEVEL	DEW	POINT	DEPRESSION	
Quintile	limits	[K]	 0	–	1.9	 1.9	–	2.2	 2.2	–	3.9	 3.9	–	6.7	 6.7	-	µ	
Correlation		 -0.48	 -0.46	 -0.39	 -0.38	 -0.46	
HUMIDITY	DISTRIBUTION	
Quintile	limits	 0	–	0.2	 0.2	–	0.4	 0.4	–	0.7	 0.7	–	1.5		 1.5	-	µ	
Correlation		 -0.51	 -0.50	 -0.49	 -0.38	 -0.20	
WIND	SHEAR		
Quintile	limits	[m	s-1]	 -µ	-	-1.3	 -1.3	–	1.3	 1.3	–	4.0	 4.0	–	7.9	 7.9	-	µ	
Correlation		 -0.48	 -0.48	 -0.47	 -0.43	 -0.27	
	
Upon	 inspection,	 it	 is	 clear	 that	 the	 correlation	 coefficient	 shows	 significant	 change	
across	 each	 of	 the	 five	 environmental	 states.	 Greater	 differences	 in	 coefficient	 value	 are	
































positively	 biased.	 To	 support	 this	 statement,	 analyses	 similar	 to	 those	 of	 PK2017	 are	
repeated	over	the	[20-40N,	65-101W]	US	region	over	non-ocean	surfaces	(same	as	in	Fig.	
4.1)	 using	 a	 year	 of	MRMS,	 DPR	 and	 GMI	measurements.	 The	 relationship	 between	 five	
environments,	storm	structures	and	GPROF	biases	is	presented	in	Table	4.2.	
Table	4.2.	Mean	values	of	environment	parameters,	brightness	temperature,	total	reflectivity	above	the	
0°	 level,	 mean	 rain	 rate,	 and	 GPROF-to-MRMS	 bias	 for	 the	 Shallow,	 Deep-unorganized	 and	 Deep-
organized.	 Sample	 is	 based	 on	 approximately	 1000	 1°	 x	 1°	 precipitating	 scenes	 occurred	 in	 period	
between	Sep	2014	and	Aug	2015,	over	non-ocean	surfaces	in	[20N-40N,	65-101W]	region.			
	 Shallow	 Deep	unorganized	 Deep	organized	
GPROF/MRMS	ratio	 0.78	 1.06	 1.12	
CAPE	[J	kg-1]	 277	 574	 952	
CCN	[cm-3]	 1200	 1100	 1002	
Dew	point	depression	[K]	 3.64	 4.72	 6.83	
Humidity	distribution	 0.47	 0.38	 0.31	
Wind	shear	[m	s-1]	 7.88	 6.21	 4.20	
89	GHz	Tb	[K]	 266	 260	 250	
Total	Reflectivity	above	0°C	[dBZ]	 47	 72	 99	
Rain	rate	[mm	h-1]	 0.40	 1.07	 1.62	




demonstrating	 the	 bias	 that	 is	 sensitive	 to	 the	 environmental	 conditions,	 Table	 4.2	 also	
confirms	 the	 relationships	 of	 the	 bias	 to	 the	 amount	 of	 ice	 typical	 for	 each	 of	 the	 three	
regimes.	
4.5.3.	Links	between	environments	–	independent	information	content.	
The	 theoretical	 aspects	 of	 the	 relationship	 between	 CAPE,	 wind	 shear,	 humidity	
environments	 and	 precipitation	 regimes	 are	 discussed	 in	 PK2017.	 Here,	 the	 attention	 is	












CCN	 concentrations	 are	 exclusively	 related	 to	 very	 stable	 atmospheric	 stratification	 (e.g.,	
inversions),	 which	 are	 typically	 characterized	 by	 low	 CAPE	 and	 shear	 values.	 Low	











CAPE	 -	 -0.24	 -0.08	 -0.01	 -0.30	
CCN	 -0.24	 -	 	0.15	 	0.04	 	0.30	
Dew	point	depression	 -0.08	 	0.15	 -	 	0.01	 -0.03	
Humidity	distribution	 -0.01	 	0.04	 	0.01	 -	 	0.04	

















Prior	 to	 employing	 the	 Eq.	 (4.2),	 an	 atmospheric	 property	 is	 used	 to	 separate	 a	 priori	
knowledge	into	ten	equally	frequent	environment	state	categories.	Upon	constraining	the	a	
	 100	
priori	 information	 by	 TPW,	 2-meter	 temperature,	 and	 surface	 type,	 database	 elements	
characterized	 by	 environmental	 categories	 other	 than	 the	 category	 of	 an	 observed	
precipitation	scene,	are	considered	as	non-matching	and	ignored.	This	causes	redistribution	
of	weights	assigned	to	the	database	elements	in	Eq.	(4.2)	and,	consequently,	results	in	a	new	

















listed	 in	 Table	 4.4,	 with	 no	 exception,	 the	 overall	 bias	 is	 decreased	 while	 correlation	















None	(original	algorithm)	 0.66	 2.87	 /	
Humidity	distribution	 0.71	 3.08	 19	
Dew	point	depression	 0.71	 3.09	 20	
CAPE	 0.69	 3.11	 21	
Wind	shear	 0.72	 3.13	 24	
CCN	 0.72	 3.15	 25	








Figure	 4.7	 Map	 of	 improvements	 in	 high	 precipitation	 rate	 bias	 made	 by	 using	 CCN	 and	 CAPE	
environments	 to	 complement	 GPROF	 algorithm	 a	 priori	 information.	 Positive	 values	 indicate	 bias	
improvements.	
Notably,	 areas	 of	 improved	 biases	 dominate	 the	 maps.	 Regions	 where	 the	 retrieval	




general	 properties	 (not	 shown	 here).	 A	 relatively	 strong	 variability	 in	 the	magnitude	 of	
improvement	maxima,	and	their	locations,	in	the	two	panels	of	Fig.	4.7	suggests	that	the	two	
environments	address	different	portions	of	extreme	rainfall	bias.	Examples	can	be	seen	over	
New	 Hampshire	 and	 Vermont,	 North	 Ohio,	 Central	 Georgia	 and	 Kentucky	 where	
improvement	is	present	 in	one	but	absent	 in	the	other	map.	This	 is	 in	support	to	the	low	
correlation	 of	 the	 two	 environments	 (Table	 4.3),	 suggesting	 a	 high	 potential	 for	
complementarity.	 To	 test	 this	 potential,	 another	 experiment	 is	 performed	 in	 which	 the	





Figure	 4.8	 Improvement	 of	 the	 top	 10%	 GPROF	 rainfall	 bias	 achieved	 using	 CAPE	 and	 CCN	
concentrations	parameters.	The	top	two	maps	in	the	right	column	indicate	original	and	new	rainfall	
bias	distribution	with	negative	values	corresponding	to	retrieval’s	underestimating	performance.	The	
bottom	map	 is	 the	 difference	 between	 the	 two	 (original	 –	 ‘CCN	 and	 CAPE’),	 where	 positive	 values	
indicating	reduction	in	the	bias.	









Original rainfall bias 
New rainfall bias 











A	 positive	 assessment	 of	 the	 retrieval	with	 the	 updated	 a	 priori	 information	 content	
supports	 the	 findings	 presented	 in	 previous	 sections.	 Here,	 we	 assess	 whether	 the	








higher.	 	 If	 instead,	 the	retrieval	result	 is	simply	better	because	the	distribution	of	rainfall	
rates	 in	 the	 reduced	a	 priori	 database	more	 closely	 resembles	 the	 true	 answer,	 then	 no	
impact	on	the	fit	between	observed	and	database	Tbs	should	be	evident.	In	the	first	step	of	






















the	 same	 time,	 this	 gain	 in	 the	weight	 (blue	 shading)	 is	 compensated	 by	 the	 equivalent	
reduction	(red	shading)	distributed	across	negatively	biased	elements.	Being	very	close	to	
the	ideal	(i.e.	the	gain	maxima	centered	at	zero	biased	elements),	this	distribution	of	weight	




on	 extreme	 precipitation	 is	 not	 guaranteed	 to	 hold	 when	 the	 full	 rainfall	 spectrum	 is	

























Original rainfall bias 




the	 quality	 of	 extreme	 precipitation	 estimates	 from	 satellite	 passive	 microwave	 rainfall	
retrievals	over	land.	Focusing	on	Bayes	approach	and	using	GPROF,	the	operational	PMW	
retrieval	 for	GPM	mission,	 this	 study	builds	on	previous	 findings	 to	hypothesize	 that	 the	
relationship	between	 large-scale	 environment	 and	 satellite	 rainfall	 biases	 can	be	used	 to	
reduce	rainfall	estimate	uncertainty	in	extreme	atmospheric	conditions.	The	idea	of	using	







through	 the	 use	 of	 their	 environmental	 predictors	 in	 atmospheric	 states	 favorable	 for	
convection.	
Considering	 three	 structurally	 different	 precipitation	 regimes	 (shallow,	 deep-	









level	 bias	 for	 the	most	 extreme	 precipitation	 by	 20%	 to	 30%.	 These	 improvements	 are	
accompanied	by	noticeable	reduction	in	the	random	error	as	well.	The	analysis	of	Bayesian-
averaging	process	revealed	that	added	information	content	successfully	shifts	probability-
based	weight	 toward	database	elements	of	 rain	 rate	values	 similar	 to	 those	given	by	 the	
reference.	This	consequently	reduces	the	overall	bias	in	extreme	rainfall.	A	use	of	more	than	
one	parameter	to	define	an	atmospheric	state	is	also	tested,	yielding	bias	reductions	of	up	to	
















In	 its	 first	 part	 (Chapter	 2),	 the	 study	 tested	 the	 performance	 of	 the	 GPM	 passive	
microwave	 rainfall	 retrieval	 during	 an	 extreme	 precipitation	 event	 to	 offer	 deeper	
understanding	 of	 the	 algorithm’s	 potentials	 and	 guidelines	 for	 future	 development.	 The	
retrieval	 is	 assessed	 under	 extreme	 precipitation	 conditions	 through	 qualitative	 and	
quantitative	 comparison	 of	 its	 products	 against	 two	 sets	 of	 independent	 ground	
measurements.	The	 results	 showed	 that	a	 constellation	of	as	 few	as	 five	PMW	sensors	 is	
capable	of	providing	sufficient	sampling	and	coverage	for	the	retrieval	to	closely	reproduce	
rainfall	rate	and	accumulation	estimates	given	by	ground	reference.	Discrepancies	between	
satellite-,	 radar-,	 and	gauge	 rain	 accumulation	 estimates,	 however,	 revealed	 that	 satellite	
algorithm	underestimated	accumulations	of	a	 record	breaking	event	by	as	much	as	60%.	




impact	 of	 regime	 dependent	 cloud	 microphysics	 is	 seen	 as	 the	 key	 for	 the	 accuracy	 of	
individual	and	combined	satellite	products.	This	is	further	confirmed	by	employing	a	ground	
radar	 network	 to	 demonstrate	 similar	 errors	 when	 Marshal-Palmer	 Z-R	 relationship	
(Z=200R1.6)	was	used	in	observations	of	the	two	structurally	different	precipitation	events.	






rain	 rate	 and	 atmospheric	 radiometric	 signatures	 is	 investigated	 next.	 This	 is	 done	 by	
providing	better	understanding	of	systematic	differences	seen	in	PMW	rainfall	retrievals	at	
larger	and	coarser	scales.	
In	 Chapter	 3,	 the	 study	 explored	 links	 between	 ice	 scattering	 PMW	 signature	 and	
estimate	of	surface	rain	intensity,	cloud	system	structure,	and	large-scale	environments.	By	
employing	 TRMM	 PMW	 and	 PR	 products,	 it	 is	 found	 that	 observed	 cloud	 physics	 and	
relationship	between	Tb	depression	and	surface	rain	intensity	correlate	well	with	regional	
PMW-to-PR	 rainfall	 discrepancies.	 Variability	 of	 ice-scattering-signal-to-rain-rate	
relationship	 across	 regions	 of	 opposing	 systematic	 differences	 in	 rainfall	 is	 captured	 by	





over	 the	 regions	 of	 characteristic	 precipitation	 regimes.	 For	 this	 not	 to	 become	 a	 simple	
tuning	 exercise,	 however,	 it	 is	 necessary	 to	 find	 radar-independent	 properties	 that	 have	
strong	relations	to	cloud	morphology	and	can	be	utilized	by	any	PMW	sensor.	




commonly	 seen	prior	 to	deep-organized	 systems.	On	 the	other	 side,	 low	wind	 shear	 and	
weak	dew	point	depression	favor	shallower	unorganized	events.	The	ability	of	large-scale	
environments	 to	 reduce	 climate-scale	PMW	 to	PR	 rainfall	 differences	 is	 found	 appealing,	
lowering	PMW	regional	biases	by	up	to	40%.	With	the	goal	to	offer	a	solid	foundation	for	
developing	 a	 new	 algorithm	 and	 to	 better	 understand	 how	 large-scale	 links	 translate	 to	
pixel-level	applications,	attention	was	focused	on	exploiting	observed	relationships	between	
large	scale	environmental	drivers	and	cloud	properties.	
In	Chapter	4,	 the	study	 focuses	on	Bayes	approach	and	builds	on	previous	 findings	to	
hypothesize	 that	 the	 relationship	 between	 large-scale	 environment	 and	 satellite	 rainfall	
biases	can	be	effectively	used	to	reduce	rainfall	estimate	uncertainty	in	extreme	atmospheric	
conditions.	 The	 idea	 of	 utilizing	 large-scale	 atmospheric	 attributes	 to	 complement	 the	 a	
priori	 information	 in	Bayesian	scheme	 is	elaborated	 through	modeled	and	observed	data	
using	CAPE,	CCN	concentrations,	wind	shear,	and	humidity	distribution.	
Using	MRMS	data	to	assess	its	performance,	it	is	found	that	by	complementing	a	priori	
information	 with	 collocated	 environment	 properties,	 retrieval	 biases	 of	 extreme	
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precipitation	 at	 the	 pixel-level	 can	 be	 reduced	 by	 20%	 to	 30%.	 A	 use	 of	more	 than	 one	
parameter	to	define	an	atmospheric	state	yielded	bias	reductions	of	up	to	50%.	
These	results	lead	to	the	conclusion	that	large-scale	features	carry	robust	information	







a	 high	 frequency	 Tb	 channel	 (e.g.	 89	 GHz)	 to	 form	 a	 histogram	 of	 Tbs	 corresponding	 to	
approximately	100	x	100	km	area	centered	on	a	retrieving	pixel.	This	histogram	is	used	in	a	
similar	manner	as	the	large-scale	environments	throughout	the	study	to	subset	the	a	priori	
information	and	separate	distinct	 ice-to-rain	relationships.	 	While	the	performance	of	 the	







via	 arbitrarily	 criterion	where	 scenes	 of	 Tb	 PDFs	 differencing	 by	more	 than	 20%	 from	 that	 of	 the	
observed	one	are	ignored.		
Based	on	 findings	of	Gopalan	et	al	 (2000),	and	McCollum and Ferraro (2003) it	 can	be	
speculated	 that	89	GHz	Tb	PDF	 correlates	well	 to	 the	Convective	vs	 Stratiform	nature	of	
convection	and	therefore	resembles	(to	some	extent)	the	information	given	by	precipitation	






PDF 89 GHz 
Original bias: -30%   
New Bias: -15% 
Original Correlation: 0.64 
New Correlation: 0.77 
Observed mean rain rate: 3.75 mm h-1 
Original mean rain rate: 2.63 mm h-1  
New mean rain rate: 3.18 mm h-1 
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amount	 in	 a	 cloud.	 Although	 usually	 sufficient,	 when	 combined	 with	 moist	 low-level	
conditions,	large	CAPE	does	not	necessarily	result	in	deep	convection.	The	most	likely	reason	
is	a	moisture-induced	lowering	of	the	cloud	base	that	deepens	the	warm	cloud	layer.	This	
further	 allows	 for	 longer	 growth	 of	 cloud	 droplets	 through	 the	warm	 layer,	 allowing	 for	
collision	 and	 coalescence	 processes	 (autoconversion).	 Consequently,	 the	 ice-to-surface	





should	 be	 placed	 on	 the	 stratiform	 and	 convective	 properties	 of	 the	 cloud	 system	 and	
investigation	of	their	PMW	signatures,	since	directly	observed	large-scale	feature	showed	
great	potential	in	removing	pixel-level	biases.	Also,	rather	than	at	regional-,	future	work	shell	
focus	 on	 investigating	 the	 robustness	 of	 the	 ice-to-rain	 variability	 with	 large-scale	






origins	 and	 for	 building	 stronger	 links	 between	 ice-scattering	 signal	 and	 surface	 rainfall.	
Stratiform-convective	 partitioning	 is	 expected	 to	 play	 important	 role	 in	 this	 process.	
Findings	 should	 be	 compared	 against	 independent	 precipitation	 data	 sets	 and	 ideally	
reproduced	by	independent	observing	systems	(e.g.,	ground	radar	networks	and	modeled	
data).	It	is	expected	that	implementation	of	those	and	the	results	presented	in	this	study	will	
result	 in	 ability	 of	 the	 retrieval	 to	 confidently	 diagnose	 individual	 extreme	 precipitation	
events	while	at	same	time	its	global	bias	distribution	will	lose	regional	signatures.	
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LIST	OF	ABBREVIATIONS	
	
	
	
AMSR2	 Advanced	Microwave	Scanning	Radiometer	2	
BiH	 Bosnia	and	Herzegovina		
CAPE	 Convective	Available	Potential	Energy	
CCN	 Cloud	Condensation	Nuclei		
CMORPH	 Climate	Prediction	Center	Morphing	Technique	
CSU	 Colorado	State	University	
DMSP	 Defense	Meteorological	Satellite	Program	
DPR	 GPM	Dual-frequency	precipitation	radar	
DSD	 Drop	Size	Distribution	
E-OBS	 High-resolution	gridded	data	set	of	daily	climate	over	Europe	
ECA&D	 The	European	Climate	Assessment	and	Data	
ECMWF	 European	Centre	for	Medium-Range	Weather	Forecasts	
ERA	-	Interim	 ECMWF	Re-analysis	Interim		
ETH	 Echo	Top	Height	
EUMETNET	 European	Meteorological	Network	
FOV	 Field	Of	View	
GANAL	 Global	Analysis	for	near	real-time	operations	
GMI	 GPM	Microwave	Imager	
GPCP	 Global	Precipitation	Climatology	Project	
GPM	 Global	Precipitation	Measurement	
GPROF	 Goddard	Profiling	Algorithm	
GSMaP	 Global	Satellite	Mapping	of	Precipitation	
IMERG	 Integrated	Multi-satellitE	Retrievals	for	GPM	
IPCC	 Intergovernmental	Panel	on	Climate	Change	
IPCCAR5WG1	 IPCC	Fifth	Assessment	Report	Working	Group	1	
LAN	 Local	Area	Network	
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MJO	 Madden-Julian	Oscillation	
MRMS	 Multi-Radar	Multi	Sensor	
MSC	 Mesoscale	Convective	System	
NASA	 National	Aeronautics	and	Space	Administration	
NMQ	 National	Mosaic	and	Multi-Sensor	Quantitative	Precipitation	Estimation	
OPERA	 Operational	Program	for	the	Exchange	of	RADAR	
PCT	 Polarization-Corrected	Temperature	
PDF	 Probability	Density	Function	
PK2017	 Petković	and	Kummerow	2017	
PMM	 Precipitation	Measurement	Mission	
PMW	 Passive	Microwave	
PPS	 Precipitation	Processing	System	
PR	 TRMM	Precipitation	Radar	
RFO	 Relative	Frequency	of	Occurrence		
RHMSS	 Republic	Hydrometeorological	Service	of	Serbia	
RMSE	 Root	Mean	Square	Error		
SEEVCCC	 South	East	European	Virtual	Climate	Change	Center	
SSMIS	 Special	Sensor	Microwave	Imager/Sounder	
Tb	 Brightness	Temperature	
TMI	 TRMM	Microwave	Radiometer		
TOA	 Top	Of	the	Atmosphere	
TPW	 Total	Precipitable	Water	
TRFL	 Total	Reflectivity	above	the	Freezing	Level	
TRMM	 Tropical	Rainfall	Measuring	Mission	
US	NEXRAD	 United	States	Next-Generation	Radar	
UTC	 Coordinated	Universal	Time	 	
WMO	 World	Meteorological	Organization	
	
	
